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0. Introduction.

Themes & topics.d  heart motives and attitudes in serviced  avoiding self-righteiousness, pride, judmentalism, lack of love, and unforgivenessd  managing our tempersd  developing a sense of spiritual responsibility in service and in our Christian lives d  being aware of the worldy model of leading, power, and authority d  developing a proper biblical view of leadership, service, and authority 

Of course, these lessons apply to everyone, not just those in official positions of leadership. 

Passages: d  Mark 10:35-45 and/or Matthew 20:20:28 James & John's request d  Luke 9:52-54 James & John's hostile reaction to the Samaritans' rejectiond  Luke 22:24-30 all the disciples argue over their “greatness”

1. Background and commentary.

We see more than once the disciples arguing about who would be the greatest in the kingdom, first with
James and John (the sons of a fisherman named Zebedee), and later multiple disciples. While their theology of the
kingdom was probably skewed, this is less important compared to their silly bickering, pride, self-promotion, and
self-righteousness. It seems comical or crazy that they would so openly argue about such trivial things and even take
these disputes to Jesus – like small children arguing with each other and asking a parent or teacher to support their
cause. How much they had to learn. But we know John later as an “apostle of love” due to the emphasis on love in his
writings. And when he wrote his gospel decades after these events, he refers to himself obliquely and humbly as “the
disciple whom Jesus loved”. Despite their immaturity, Jesus loved them, taught them, had great patience with them.
And later when the church began, we see that they were totally changed men whom God greatly used.  (Refer to the
introductory handout to the series on personal backgrounds of this semester's characters.) 

One of the first things we see in Mark 10 is the way Jesus corrects them. He first tells them that they have no
idea what they are asking, because any such heavenly reward or honor can only be justified by maximally sacrificial
service in his kingdom. He speaks of this in terms of drinking the same cup of suffering that he will drink – a Jewish
expression for sharing in someone's fate or suffering (in the Old Testament, it often referred to receiving God's wrath;
Ps. 75:8, Isaiah 51:17-23, Jer. 25:15-28, Jer. 49:12, Jer. 51:7). He also describes such suffering metaphorically as
baptism (e.g., something that one must undergo or pass thru). But ultimately such plans, callings, and decisions are up
to God.  Any teacher would have been justifiably angry, but Jesus corrects them not with a rebuke, but with proper
teaching to disabuse them of their pride and serious misconceptions about leadership. He addresses all the disciples,
because they all had similar pride problems, as we see in Luke 22. He shows them how their thinking is wrong, and
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shows  them the  right  way.  He  could  have  also  addressed  their  misguided  theology  regarding  future  things,  the
kingdom, the theology of the coming church, etc., but he doesn't. He focuses on the most important and practical
issues,  their  wrong  attitudes,  rather  than  other  theological  issues.  Similarly,  when  God  deals  with  us,  there  are
probably many areas where we need to grow or change, but God focuses on the most important and practical issues at
any given time. He doesn't expect us to change everything at once, but he wants us to focus on a few key areas in our
lives at a given time. And he wants to teach and correct us lovingly and patiently. 

Honor, power, authority.
The disciples were focusing on who would be perceived as the greatest or superior, but not actually better.

It's not hard to see abuse of power in the church today. Some pastors like to keep tight control over church affairs, the
congregation,  and  other  leaders,  or  church  elders  try  to  control  church  affairs  and  hinder  pastors  from leading
effectively. Sometimes church / fellowship leaders try hard to get their own way, or impose their ways or views, even
if others are hurt in the process. Some pastors or leaders expect others to follow or obey them simply on the basis of
their authority –  “I'm the leader, so do what I say”. These are worldly secular attitudes and models of leadership and
authority, being imported into the church and dressed up in Christian garb. Likewise, some men expect their wives to
always  obey  them,  and  they  treat  them as  second-class  members  of  the  relationship,  referring  to  passages  like
Ephesians 5 to support their male dominance. These are all self-centered, sinful and worldly views of power. The
view of authority, power, and service that Jesus presents is radically different and a complete opposite of the models
that secular culture gives us.

It's also not hard to find this tendency in our own lives. We often focus on what others think of us, and we try
to look like good Christians before others, maybe better than we really are.  As disciples of Jesus, we need to learn
these lessons and work to identify and unlearn the false power dynamics of this age, which are contradictory to the
power dynamics of the Kingdom of God. 

Jesus describes the secular model as “lording it over subjects” (Lk. 22:25: Jesus said to them, “The kings of
the Gentiles lord it over them; and those who exercise authority over them call themselves 'Benefactors'”).  'Lord' is
the Greek  fhg�ikjmlkgonTp  kurieuo =  'be lord /  master  of,  exercise  authority,  have control,  rule';  'exercise  authority'  islkqkr;gostjvuNwonEp  exousiazo = 'have the right of control, have the right / power for something or over something'.  Jesus
uses the word “benefactor” (l;gkl�ihxalky{za| ,  euergetes) ironically or sarcastically; this is a title that princes and other
honored persons liked to take in order to be recognized for their civic or social contributions. Jesus similarly criticizes
religious leaders in Matthew 23:7-12 for their love of titles and honor. The worldly way is based on selfish control
and power, and power that is top-down where the leader has the authority to command everyone under him/her. Jesus
puts forth the kingdom model of authority, rather than power, and bases it on the concept of serving:
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The word for 'rule' here in the kingdom model is  z «�xalor�¬SuQj  hegeomai = 'consider, think, regard; lead, rule, be in a
supervisory capacity, lead, guide'. The word's original meaning refers to thinking, which is extended to a meaning of
ruling as one who guides with wisdom rather than from his/her own strength. Leading thus requires wisdom, good
judgment, and thought  – which also contrasts with the secular model. (Think how unthinking, rash, or dumb a lot of
our politicians are!) 

Authority refers to having a legitimate basis for getting things done, whereby some quality that is recognized
by leaders and followers makes it possible for everyone to respect a leader and to work together to get things done.
Power on the other hand works by dominance or brute force. Legitimate authority in the kingdom model ultimately
derives from service. The secular model puts leaders in a position of dominance over others, where they rule out of
their own strength and power. The kingdom model puts them on more of an equal footing, and defines leading in
terms of serving others. This takes the secular model and turns it upside-down. Leading by serving is what gives a
leader legitimate authority,  and if  leaders  don't  follow this kingdom model and try to rule instead of lead,  their
authority loses legitimacy. This can happen when church leaders, for example, expect others to follow what they say
because of their position – “I'm the ____ {pastor, elder, Bible study leader, usher...}, so do what I say!” This is a
temptation we face in any position (yes, even ushers), but more power or authority one has, the more the temptation. 

Here I think a distinction between power and authority can be helpful, and this is how I would distinguish
them. Power is more so by force or imposition, whereas authority implies a legitimate source of leadership that



commands respect or obedience. A police officer, for example, has first and foremost authority granted him/her by the
state, which we must obey, and s/he has power (the gun, stick, handcuffs, etc.). It's possible to have power by brute
force without legitmate authority – dictators are an obvious example, or on a smaller scale, individuals who get their
way by force, intimidation, or deception. A few years ago I read in the campus newspaper's crime report about a man
who was arrested for pretending to be in charge of a university parking lot and charging people money to park there
for a sports event. The lot was public and was supposed to be free. He had a false, made-up “power” to charge
money – by deception or perhaps intimidation – but no authority, and was thus arrested. Similarly, Satan claims to
have power and authority over this world. To a certain extent he does have some power, but he is a liar and deceiver
when he claims to have authority. He is a usurper who has no legitimate authority over the world. Only God has full
power and authority over everything. 

For Christian leadership, we rely not on power but spiritual authority. The primary basis of spiritual authority
is an attitude and lifestyle of serving and ministering to others. When we read Paul's writings on the matter (e.g.,  1
Corinthians), we learn that spiritual authority also comes from one's spiritual calling and spiritual gifts, as well as the
quality of one's spiritual life and service. A lazy leader should not expect people to follow his/her lead, nor should one
who is a hypocritical leader, a person who appoints himself/herself to an office without real calling from the Spirit, or
a person who tries to get his/her way by the power of his/her office or by asserting dominance over others. Christian
leaders are to lead and distinguish themselves from the world by serving ( ®�jvutf�rk¯ol °�n , diakoneo, 'serve, wait on, care
for, provide for, see after; from which we get the English word 'deacon') the people that they lead.  Spiritual leaders
do have authority, but it is exercised in a different way. It is not by virtue of their position or office, but by virtue of
service. It is not to promote themselves or their own agendas, but to minister to those they serve. Finally, there's also
the authority that Jesus gives us to take charge against Satan's realm of power, even rebuking Satan and casting out
demons by the authority of Jesus' name and the power of the cross.
 One motivation for leadership and service is briefly given in Luke 20:29:30, as well as in the parable of the
talents (Matthew 25), and other passages like 1 Cor. 3:10-15 and 1 Cor. 6:1-6. There is some indication that we will
receive some forms of reward and responsibilities in heaven, based on how we've served God. Not much detail is
given to us, for that would lead to too much speculative theology. Even these short passages get a lot of speculative
attention, and some develop elaborate doctrines of heavenly rewards, and the way these are taught can easily become
self-focused or even legalistic motivations – “if I do this, God will reward me in heaven”, which is a wrong motive
for service. Jesus teaches us not so we can become proud about future rewards, or speculative, or wrongly motivated
by heavenly rewards, but so that we can have a sense of spiritual responsibility. We are supposed to take our spiritual
lives seriously, because God wants to prepare us for some form of future responsibilities in heaven, and because what
we do here now has future consequences. The Christian life is not about enduring and serving down here so we can
join a great eternal party. God wants us to have a sense of spiritual responsibility, so we can serve earnestly and
seriously, with proper motivations. 

Leadership.
Jesus illustrated these principles of service and spiritual leadership in  John 13:4-17, when he removed his

outer garments, kneeled down, and washes the disciple's feet, as an object lesson of service and humility. Jesus states
that his life's mission like this: "The Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a
ransom for many" (Mark 10:45; Matthew 20:28). Ulimimately, Jesus illustrated this by leaving heaven, emptying
himself of his divine power and perogatives, and become a human to serve and die for us. Also, in Paul's epistle to
Philemon, he appeals to Philemon to forgive and to set set his slave Onesimus free, not by his apostolic authority but
by the “authority of his chains” and his service to Philemon. Christian leadership works best by humble appeals, not
throwing one's weight around. 

We also see qualities that go along with misuse of power and pride. Upon leaving a Samaritan village where
people refused to believe Jesus, the same proud disciples wanted to call down fire upon the village. Judgmentalism,
religious pride, hypocrisy, lack of forgiveness, and a lack of love generally go hand in hand with this worldly “power-
pride”. It's probably debatable but worth discussing which precedes or leads to the other. Probably they go hand-in-
hand  and  work  symbiotically  to  produce  proud,  unloving,  selfish  people,  both  leaders  and  laypeople.  Another
consideration is the fact that the disciples were immature and still in training. Fortunately, Jesus hadn't yet entrusted
them with much responsibility.  But this provides a  cautionary warning for us not  to install  leaders  who are not
spiritually mature (and emotionally and personally  mature, without major unresolved personal problems that could
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cloud their judgment), for they are particularly vulnerable to temptation and to being deceived and used by the devil
to hurt the church and to hurt others. (Hence the not so flattering nickname name Boanerges that Jesus gave to James
and John.)1 

Finally, these guys were in training, and Jesus showed a lot of love and patience with them. We see from
their service in the church later,  and the New Testament books they wrote,  that God really changed their hearts
radically and used them in great ways.   That provides us a great deal of hope, for we are all vulnerable. Young
Christians are vulnerable because of their limited understanding, and a pride that can come from the young believer's
enthusiasm that gets misdirected. Older believers can become proud of their spiritual knowledge and maturity. We
have likely made some mistakes as leaders or as followers, and may have hurt others or ourselves. God doesn't give
up on us. Rather, he wants us to learn from our mistakes, and make us into better servants that he can use. And all of
us are servants and disciples (followers and “students”) of Christ, not just those in leadership positions. 

2. Application.

 These lessons apply to everyone – leaders and laypeople, mature and younger believers. We're not different
from these guys, because we're subject to the same kinds of temptation, just in slightly different manifestations. So
there's a constant need to examine our heart motives in serving God. And yes, I mention heart motives again – it's sort
of an underlying theme to this semester's Bible studies. 

So you'll want to ask questions to assess people's motives and pride in serving God – in their own personal
spiritual lives as well as in the church and fellowship. You may want to talk about how to deal lovingly with friends
and relatives who refuse to believe the gospel.  We don't  need to get offended,  but need to respond in a biblical
manner – being loving, patient, gentle, and humble, and leaving it in God's hands rather than trying to take things into
our own hands. Or more generally, there are the issues of unforgiveness, pride, judgmentalism, and lack of love that
we must sometimes deal with, toward others who don't believe, or who are spiritually weak, or with whom we have
disagreements. 

And of course, there's the issue of leadership. We need to make sure everyone understands how leadership
works  properly  and  biblically,  as  discussed  above.  We  need  to  examine  ourselves  and  root  out  wrong  worldly
attitudes in this area and have a service based view of leadership. This might be a good opportunity to ask some group
members to think about serving as future coworkers. Also, it would be good to discuss how people can support their
spiritual leaders, be it pastors or small group leaders. As leaders, you shoudn't expect praise or adoration for what you
do. Both you and they need to understand that you're there to serve them. And it's also important that group members
know that they can and need to support their leaders by praying for them, being helpful and encouraging to them, and
such. And likewise, we need to pray for, help, and encourage our pastors and other leaders. 

3. Study questions.

God and his children.
Based on these passages, how would you describe James & John? (And the other disciples?) 

How would you react if your students acted like this?  Does Jesus rebuke them? How does he deal with them? 
How does  he try  to  deal  with  their  wrong attitudes?  Does he try  to  correct  their  theology?  What  is  more
important here?

1 Boanerges (²k³�´�µ�¶�·�¸¹�º ) [orignally pronounced /b » .an. ¼¾½r.g s/, or Anglicized as  /b » U.'æn. ¿ÁÀr. i:z/ in modern English]  is a name  that  Jesus
gave James and John due to their temper and blind emotional zeal (Mark 3:17, Luke 9:54). The name means “sons of thunder” and is
not so complimentary. The boan- part is related to the Hebrew Â�Ã Ä   ben = 'son' (think of 'Ben-Hur, Ben-jamin'). The second part -erges
'thunder' is related to the Hebrew root  ÅÆ Ç È Ç  reges = 'unrest, emotion; restless', and 'tumultuous crowd' in Syriac (a related language),
hence its  metaphorical  meaning of  thunder that refers  unflatteringly  to their  tempers and emotionalism.  In more literary English,  a
boanerges can refer to a person who is a defamatory or vociferous preacher or orator.É



What does this say about how God deals with us? How does he teach us? What kinds of things does he focus on
as he deals with us? What do we see about his character as he deals with us? 
(cf. 2 Tim. 2:11-13: “If we are faithless, he will remain faithfull...”)

Service and leadership.
Why does pride so easily dominate the life of leaders? What about non-leaders? How do they exhibit pride? 

What other temptations come with these forms of pride? How can leaders deal with pride and its accompanying
temptations? 

Why do proud men and women seek out leadership roles? In what ways are we tempted to "lord it over" others
– at work? in our families? at church?
 
Why are we eager for positions of service in the church / fellowship? For titles (secular or in the church)? What
do titles do for us? What do they do to us?

How are worldly forms of leadership different from the kingdom model that Jesus gives? 
How do worldy methods or attitudes creep into the church / fellowship? Why are they wrong? How can they be
harmful? 

Would this model of leadership be well received in corporate America? Why not? How is it radically different?
How does Jesus view power, authority, leadership, service, and proper motives for service differently? 

How does a servant leader contrast with a self-absorbed leader? Whom should leaders serve? Their followers?
or Christ? Can you cite any examples when who we should serve isn't clear? 
When is it appropriate not to follow a leader who might be misusing his/her authority? 

What  kinds  of  gifts  are  necessary  for  leadership?  Can people  rely on natural  gifts  and talents  in  Christian
service? Do natural gifts automatically qualify a person to serve in the church / fellowship? (e.g., does natural
musical talent qualify you for worship team?) Why is it wrong to assume a natural gift will translate to spiritual
service? What are some examples of people doing this? Why is this not a good idea? 

Your/Our own service.
What does it mean to serve? Are just a few people supposed to serve? Do you consider yourself a person who
serves God? Do you consider yourself a disciple of Jesus? How do you serve? Do you have to be a leader to be
a servant?

Have you ever thought about serving as a coworker or leader in the church or fellowship? 
What does it take to serve in such a capacity? What qualifications are needed for particular positions? 
Do you need a calling from God? How can you know if  you're  called? If  you're  ready to serve in such a
position?

If  you're  a leader,  such as a small  group leader,  what is  the basis  of your authority? What  are  proper  and
improper ways to lead? Proper and improper ways of using authority? 

How can non-leaders in the fellowship or church support their leaders?  (For example, pastors, worship team,
small group leaders... ) How can you support your particular leaders? 
If you were a leader, what kind of support would you want or expect? 
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Motives.
When is  enthusiasm helpful?  Is  too  much  religious  zeal  or  enthusiasm healthy?  Does  God want  us  to  be
enthusiastic about spiritual things? (cf. Rom. 12:11) How can enthusiasm be a bad thing? What's the difference
between healthy and bad enthusiasm? 

Are you more enthusiastic or serious about spiritual things compared to other things?  (For example: sports,
video games, Law & Order, etc.) 

In your spiritual life and/or service, where does pride creep in? Where are you most vulnerable to pride? To
wrong motives? 

Look at the disciples' reaction to the unbelieving Samaritan village in  9:52-54. What is wrong with their attitudes
here? How might their attitude problems here be related to their pride in the other passages we read? 
How can pride and desire for greatness be related to lack of love, unforgiveness, and judgmentalism? 

In serving God, are you motivated by: (1) fear / respect / obedience; (2) love of God; (3) heavenly rewards?
What is the right combination or balance of motives? 

Do leaders  usually  serve out  of purely good motives  or  purely bad motives? How can leaders'  motives be
mixed? How can good motives over time be corrupted or mixed with bad motives? 

Attitudes toward others.
How do you react to friends or relatives who refuse to believe the Bible or the gospel? Is your attitude like
James & John? Why? Should you feel offended by their reactions? How can you handle their unbelief with love
and humility? 

How can you leave it in God's hands?  Why is it dangerous not to leave it to God – to try to “make” them
believe? Or to show anger, self-righteousness, or judgmentalism?

Have you been guilty of unforgiveness or lack of love, toward a non-believer or a fellow believer? Why? What
worldly motives may be involved? 

How is your temper toward others? Why is this hard to control?  What does a temper problem indicate about
your attitudes or motives? When you are in a situation where your temper is provoked, what is the focus of your
emotions and attitudes? Why is it hard to be God-focused in such a situation? 

When you feel emotionally threatened and tempted to express your temper,  do you feel alone in defending
yourself? How would you attitude be different if you really understood at that moment how God is with you?
That God is your defender, and that you don't need to rely on yourself for your defense? 

Future responsibility.
What promises does Jesus give his disciples in Luke 22:29-30? Why? How are they intended to counteract their
wrong attitudes?

Although it is not entirely clear (the Bible doesn't give much detail here about what this means), what do you
think it means to rule and reign with Christ? To eat and drink at the King's table? Why does Jesus tell us this?
What should our response to this be? Ë



(a)  “Cool! Sounds like a party, dude!”
(b)  So we can be proud about what God will give us in heaven. 
(c)  So we will be motivated to do good and serve God because of the rewards he will give us in heaven.
(d)  To impress upon us a sense of responsibility – we should take our service seriously and serve responsibly,

because God will evaluate our lives, and he will expect us to carry out some form of responsibility in heaven. 

How should  this  lead  us  to  be  more  serious  and  responsible  about  spiritual  things?  To be  more  properly
motivated in our service? 

What does it mean to be serious and responsible? Are you serious or responsible enough in your spiritual life?
Explain. 

4. Prayer items. 

Spend time in heartfelt  and earnest  silent  prayer,  and contemplate areas of pride,  wrong motives in
serving God, unforgiveness, etc., that need to be dealt with. Pray about confession and repentance. Ask him to
show you what your heart motives are, and whether you're responsible or serious enough about serving him;
pray for a life of spiritual responsibility and seriousness, as well as proper heart motives in service. Ask God to
show you which area of your spiritual life is in most serious need of improvement. Then pray aloud about these
lessons, as well as for specific personal requests. 
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